


Regal Central Bohemia

Come with us and follow in the footsteps of kings and queens, which have left their mark literally all over Central Bohemia. Their deeds

and legacies have altered the landscape and ambience of towns and villages and continue to shape the character of the region, more

so than other parts of the Czech Republic. 

Many Central Bohemian castles were built at the behest of monarchs, who then stayed in them with their courtiers, wrote their decrees 

here on yellowed parchments, held lavish feasts in honour of foreign emissaries and hunted in the surrounding forests. Numerous cities 

owe their founding to ancient royal dynasties. Their valued cultural legacy includes defensive strongholds and medieval royal cities.

Several distinguished royal families influenced the goings-on in the region.



The Přemyslids built their strongholds here, the Luxembourgs provided castles with much grandeur, the Jagiellons added

the gleam of opulence, and many towns and villages were shaped by members of the Habsburg dynasty. Ottokar I, Ottokar II, 

Charles IV, Wenceslas IV, George of Poděbrady, or the Habsburg Rudolf II – these are just some of the rulers who carved

out empires and brought glory to nations, and were at home in Central Bohemia.

In all, these renowned monarchies and their members wrote the history of the region, the country and the continent.

The individual chapters of that narrative are scattered all over Central Bohemia and await your pleasure, to explore them

and find out what they have to say.

SLANÝ



Přemyslid Fortifications

Every story has its beginning. The birth of the Czech nation 
and state is associated with the Přemyslids, whose dynasty 
brought the land its first kings. To defend their stand, they 
built a well-planned fortification system, comprising several 
castles – Tetín, Levý Hradec, Libice nad Cidlinou, Budeč, 
Libušín, Stará Boleslav and Lštění.

LEVÝ HRADEC



LIBICE NAD CIDLINOU

TETÍN BUDEČLIBUŠÍN

STARÁ BOLESLAV



NIŽBOR

KARLŠTEJNTOČNÍK AND ŽEBRÁK

VRŠKAMÝK



Monarchs lived in stately homes that made other potentates 
and potential enemies pause for breath, arousing instant respect 
and unwavering awe when they saw them. The Central Bohemian 
Royal Castles – Karlštejn, Křivoklát, Točník, Žebrák, Nižbor, 
Vrškamýk, Jenčov and Týřov – played their part in this respect 
perfectly for hundreds of years.

Royal Castles

KŘIVOKLÁT



The nobility did not want to be outshone too much
by royalty, so their mansions often grew to spectacular 
proportions. The castles and chateaux of Český Šternberk, 
Mnichovo Hradiště, Brandýs nad Labem, Konopiště, 
Jemniště, Kačina and Veltrusy are among the edifices
that were and continue to be landmarks from both 
historical and architectural points of view.

Castles and Chateaux 
of major Aristocratic Families

MNICHOVO HRADIŠTĚ



KONOPIŠTĚ

ČESKÝ ŠTERNBERK

 BRANDÝS NAD LABEM



Royal Mining Cities

KUTNÁ HORA

Where there is gold and silver, prosperity follows. The towns
of Kutná Hora, Kolín, Příbram, Nový Knín and Jílové u Prahy were 

fortunate enough to be located or founded near deposits
of precious metals. Every ruler needs to fill his treasury, not least

a king. The monarch was well advised to pamper and pander
to his mining towns and cities.



PŘÍBRAM

KOLÍN JÍLOVÉ U PRAHY

NOVÝ KNÍN



MĚLNÍK



Mělník, a Royal Dowry City

Giving away entire cities is certainly not doing things
by halves. Many Czech monarchs were very conscious
of keeping their ‘better halves’ sweet, which put royal 
dowry cities very much on the map. Among them was 
Mělník, permanently awarded this status by King Charles IV.



Poděbrady, the city of a Hussite King

George of Poděbrady, the only Czech king not descended from a royal 
dynasty, who was also way ahead of his time with his notion of a united 

Europe, made a name for himself, his country and his spa town far 
beyond the borders of the realm. Even though the city gained its ‘royal’ 

epithet more than half a century later, it found renown in his time.



PODĚBRADY



NYMBURK

KOUŘIM BEROUN

ČÁSLAV



The towns of Nymburk, Kouřim, Čáslav, Beroun, Slaný a Městec Králové 
are historically linked to the early Czech kings. One of the greatest kings, 
Ottokar II had much to do with the founding of a number of cities, 
comparably glorious in their heyday as the capital city of Prague.

Přemyslid Towns

SLANÝ



Royal Cities by Imperial Privilege

The Habsburg Emperor Rudolf II awarded this much desired status 
to the towns of Rakovník and Mladá Boleslav, while the son of 

Charles IV, Emperor Sigismund of Luxembourg did likewise for Český 
Brod. Charles IV himself probably had his hand in the rise of Velvary, 

whose history is shrouded in mystery – a great fire destroyed the 
local archive and so a written record of royal privileges appears only 

in the documents of Maria Theresa and Joseph II of Austria.
MLADÁ BOLESLAV



VELVARY ČESKÝ BROD RAKOVNÍK
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